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1. Indicative Schedule
These topics are subject to change as lecturers are confirmed and will be superseded by a course schedule

Table 1: Indicative Schedule
Wk

Tuesday (Seminars)
Forestry F108

Thursday (Tutorials)
Forestry F101

Tutorial Ticket task

1

Assessment/Notes

No classes in Week 1

2

Creating Knowledge
& Course Introduction

3

Building Knowledge
(Colour Workshop @ 10am)

Declare a research/learning
portfolio topic before tutorial

Tutorial run by your tutor

4

Colour as Knowledge
(Language Workshop @ 10am)

Set by your peers

Colour tutorial
run by your peers

FQ 1 due Friday;
comments due next Mon

5

Language as Knowledge
(Dev. Workshop at 10am)

Set by your peers

Language tutorial
run by your peers

FQ2 due Friday;
comments due next Mon

6

Guest Panel

Set by your peers

Tutorial run by your peers

FQ3 due Friday;
comments due next Mon

7

Group Project Workshop
(wk 9 Workshop @ 10am)

Assessment Co-Design

No formal class - room booked
for independent group work

B1

Time for rest, relaxation
(and finishing your Group Project!)

B2
8

No class - room booked
(wk 9 Workshop @ 10am)

Group Project Presentation
during Tutorials

FQ4 due Friday;
comments due Mon

9

Guest Panel
(wk 9 Workshop @ 10am)

Set by your peers

Tutorial run by your peers

FQ5 due Friday;
comments due Mon

10

Guest Panel

Set by your peers

Tutorial run by your peers

FQ6 due Friday;
comments due Mon

11

Portfolio Peer Review Session

Portfolio consultation

FQ7 due Friday;
comments due Mon

12

Portfolio Presentation

End of class picnic

13

Portfolio due Friday

No classes in Week 13

COLOUR KEY

Class run by Chris or Selena

Bold indicates guest

Class run by students

Assessable item
TC = Threshold Concepts

Class locations
No classes in Week 1 or Week 13
Workshop (Tuesday) 10am-11am
Panels (Tuesday)
11am-1pm:
Tutorials (Thursday)
TBA

Grey indicates no class

Forestry F108 (upstairs)
Forestry F108 (upstairs)
Forestry F101 (upstairs)

Chris’ oﬃce is in Engineering [32] Rm E244 (map)
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2. Indicative Assessment
This assessment will be confirmed in the Week 2 tutorial. Please ensure that you raise any queries before then.

During the week 2 tutorial, we will co-design the assessment task requirements and expectations.
There are two requirements for each assessment task:

1. Each assessment must have
formative feedback built into it

2. Each assessment should encourage
Higher Order Thinking Skills

Below is a broad outline of a suggested framework for assessment
Table 2: Indicative Assessment

Item

Mark

Research Portfolio (50%)

Marker

Due

Marks returned

Understand an area of knowledge and reflect on course themes

Weekly focus questions

10%

Chris

midnight Fri each week

by following Mon

3-min talk

5%

Chris & Selena

Tues wk12 tutorial

Wed wk 12

Portfolio artefact

35%

Chris or Selena

Fri wk12

as exams

Group Research Project (30%)

Investigate a piece of popular knowledge in an outside discipline

5-min presentation + Q&A

10%

Chris & Selena

Wk 8 Tutorial

by wk 9 tutorial

Visual representation + rationale

20%
%

Chris & Selena

Fri wk 8

by wk 9 tutorial

10%
%
10%

Selena & peers

1x, in weeks 4-6, 9-10

at following tutorial

Chris

midnight, night before

at end of tutorials

Tutorial Co-Facilitation (20%)
Tutorial co-facilitation
Tutorial tickets

Run a tutorial on knowledge topics for your peers

In the week 2 tutorial, we’ll establish the task requirements, any suggestions on mark allocation, and what a
good example would look like against the marking criteria.
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Assessment Task Overview
Group Project
Your task is to explore in depth a piece of fundamental, popular or accepted knowledge. The final
submission should be accessible to someone with no knowledge of the topic.
Suggested tasks:
• presentation and Q&A
• produce a visual representation (digital or physical) accompanied by a rationale
• interview two experts (ie ANU professors) on the topics
Suggested marking criteria
• demonstrated awareness of academic research and its relationship to knowledge creation
• demonstrated understanding of alternative viewpoints or thinking about the knowledge
• evidence of critical thinking about the nature of knowledge and the learning process
• effective communication of ideas
Tutorial Facilitation
Present a tutorial to your peers themed on the weekly topic, to be allocated during the first tutorial. In order
to prepare for student-facilitated tutorials, you need to submit a preparation 'ticket' the night before in
response to a question that the facilitators ask.
Suggested tasks:
• attend a workshop the week before your tutorial to bounce around ideas
• complete a secret plan that details how you will run your facilitation
• run the tutorial for 90 minutes
• peers submit a ticket before coming to the tutorial that is incorporated into the tutorial
Suggested marking criteria
• encourages high quality discussion/exchange of ideas
• effectively relating the tutorial to the course themes in a way that maximises student learning
• maintaining clarity and logical progressions of ideas to an effective conclusion
• clear instructions that assist in achieving above points
• ability to respond well to questions including the explanation of concepts
Portfolio
Investigate an gap in the knowledge in a discipline or disciplines of interest. This knowledge gap can be in
any field, but it should be in an academic area of interest for you. You will use this research project to
explore the course themes, and present an understanding of how knowledge could be developed to fill the
gap.
Suggested tasks:
• weekly focus questions to explore the ideas in the course in relation to your portfolio
• comments on weekly focus questions to encourage discussion and give formative feedback
• oral presentation - a 3MTalk on the topic
• peer review - get formal peer review on your final portfolio
• final submission - a digital or physical artefact that can be consumed in 10-15 minutes that
demonstrates your learning in the course through the knowledge gap
Suggested marking criteria
• a defined scope of academic research and its relationship to broader concepts of knowledge
and knowledge creation
• demonstration of multiple perspectives in constructing knowledge
• critical argument, reflection, or connections about the nature of knowledge and the learning
process
• effective communication conveying meaning
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3. Course Outline
The nitty-gritty information about the course

4.1 Introduction
Creating Knowledge (CK) is a Vice-Chancellor’s
course for talented, inquiring students from all
areas of the ANU who are interested in what
makes universities tick. A university is one of the
places where people gather to make sense of the
world and CK brings students from across the
ANU together to do just that. It affords students
early in their degree the time and the space to
consider the nature of academic inquiry and its
relationship to other ways of knowing and creating
knowledge. Featuring a host of researchers and
ideas from different disciplinary and cultural
perspectives, CK presents a series of expert
panels on the different ways knowledge is
constructed across the ANU.
In this way,
motivated and interested students are given the
opportunity to engage with different disciplinary
and cultural ways of knowing. The panels,
readings, tutorials and workshops are all thoughtstarters – you need to use them as launching pads
of inquiry, and not necessarily, final destinations.
Through deep and active engagement, students
learn to be more aware of themselves and the
world around them. They absorb and reflect on
ideas, use them to pursue new trains of thought
and track their own thinking patterns.

What to expect
The Vice Chancellor’s courses are all about
learning to appreciate other ways of looking at the
world and students learn from each other as much
as from the lecturers. Peer-learning focussed and
cross-disciplinary in nature, CK explores how
scholarly inquiry is conducted in a range of
disciplines outside their own course of study. We
want students to see the world through the eyes of
others, to appreciate the strengths of different
perspectives and to understand how positions are
reached and opinions formed. Through individual
and group learning, students will have the
opportunity to analyse, synthesise, evaluate, apply
and communicate knowledge.
Engaged and motivated students will use the CK
experience to explore:
•

•

•

between academic ideals and everyday research
practice;
whether and how academic inquiry differs from
knowledge creation in other contexts (traditional
ways of knowing, non-Western intellectual
traditions, religious thought, policy making,
investigations by police or journalists, corporate
knowledge production, creative art and design);
and
the changing social context of academic
research, including the idea of the knowledge
economy.

Indicative Workload
Four hours contact a week, made up of a 2-hour
panel (highly recommended), and a 2-hour tutorial
(compulsory). In addition, a 1-hour workshop
(compulsory) is held the week before your tutorial
co-facilitation (only need to attend once).
Approximately six hours independent learning a
week is required to engage in the course content.

Preliminary task
For your first tutorial (week 2), you will be asked to
prepare a half-page summary of a piece of
knowledge that is a cornerstone of your discipline.
This should be something that ‘everyone’ in your
field of endeavour ‘knows’ (for example, an
engineer knows that triangles are the strongest
shape for building). The summary should explain
what the knowledge is, and provide some
background for someone who knows nothing
about it.

Contact
The course convener is Chris Browne from the
Research School of Engineering.
E: Chris.Browne@anu.edu.au
W: http://users.cecs.anu.edu.au/~u3951377/
I’m always happy to meet any student, any time,
just send me an email from your ANU address.

how researchers in various fields including the
arts, social sciences, law, science, business,
engineering and Asia and the Pacific think about
what they are doing, including the relationship
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Learning Outcomes

Absences

LO1: Methods for negotiating, identifying and
articulating societal issues and problems so that
they become expressed in forms that can benefit
from the application of research.
LO2: Disciplinary characteristics of research, and
methods for integrating research across
disciplinary edges.
LO3: Methods for implementing and evaluating
research-based interventions and contributions
that address societal problems.

It is expected that you will attend all tutorials - they
are the most important part of the course. Tutorials
- especially the ones run by your peers - are VERY
difficult, so please ensure that you can attend
throughout the semester. It is also expected that
you attend all the panels; however, these will be
recorded.

Learning Activities
Face-to-face activities
Panels– Please come to the panel having done the
topic’s reading.
Tutorials – Please come to the panel having done
your tutorial ticket.
Facilitator Workshop — Attend a facilitator's
workshop ahead of running your tutorial. Times
and locations TBA.
Online activities
Tutorial Tickets - tutorial tickets need to be
submitted on Wattle before tutorials.
Reading and resources - all the reading and
resources, including previous years’ slides are
available at:
http://vc-courses.anu.edu.au/resources/?dir=ck/

Extensions, penalties, academic behaviour
As this course is run out of the Research School of
Engineering, the relevant rules around word limits,
late penalties and special consideration will be
applied, in line with the university-wide policies.
Reasonable requests for extensions, special
consideration and accessibility will be considered
with courteous regard to the due dates. If you have
any concerns, please talk to Chris early.
Students are bound to the Code of Practice for
Student Academic Integrity. This includes
provisions and directions on issues such as
academic integrity, plagiarism and academic
misconduct. All students should be familiar with
the Code.
Late submission of assessment tasks without an
extension are penalised at the rate of 5% of the
possible marks available per working day or part
thereof. Late submission of assessment tasks is
not accepted after 10 working days after the due
date, or on or after the date specified in the course
outline for the return of the assessment item.

Feedback, comments & marks
Feedback is widely misunderstood concept in
education. I see feedback as a systems process
that drives behaviour (formative feedback), rather
than being the the result of assessed work
(summative feedback).
In this course, there are many formal and informal
processes to collect formative feedback to help
submit the best work you can. These include
regular opportunities with your tutor and with Chris
for specific feedback, and most assessment items
are staged so that you can receive feedback as
you go. You should also make the most of informal
feedback, such as through other members of your
group and former students.
W h e n m a r k s a re re t u r n e d , t h e y w i l l b e
accompanied with minimal summative feedback
to justify the mark. You are welcome to ask your
marker for more feedback if you would like or
need.

Group & peer evaluation/marking
Peer evaluation and comments are a part of group
work: in this case, the Group Project and Tutorial
Facilitation.
On occasion, not all members of a group
contribute equally to the the work required, or not
all members have the same expectations of
standards. There is a moderation process available
to provide recognition when required:
Tutorial Co-facilitation (voluntary) talk to your
tutor upon the completion of your tutorial if your
group requires this
Group Project (required) this will occur in the final
group presentation tutorial. Moderation will apply to
all group project assessment, unless otherwise
stated by the group (eg, person A helped a lot
during semester, but we didn’t see them whilst
preparing the final reports)
The course convener will override group evaluation
if deemed necessary, in consultation with your
tutor. This highlights the importance of working well
both as a group, and within your group.
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Marking Issues

Policies for studying at ANU

If you have a problem with marks for assessment
items, there is a process that you can follow to
come to a resolution on the issue. It is expected
that this process would be followed relatively
shortly after receiving your grade:
1. talk to the marker
2. your marker will provide further comments or
clarification if needed
3. if you are still unhappy with the marker’s
response, you can:
• ask the course convener to re-mark the
assessment - this requires a couple of dot
points outlining how your work should be
seen against the marking criteria
• ask the course convener if you can resubmit
(typically reserved for failed Individual
Research Papers only) - this requires
negotiation with the course convener
4. if you are unhappy with the course convener’s
response, you can appeal to the Associate
Dean (Academic), in consultation with the
course convener.

ANU has educational policies, procedures and
guidelines, which are designed to ensure that staff
and students are aware of the University’s
academic standards, and implement them.
Students are expected to have read the Student
Academic Integrity Policy before the
commencement of their course.
You can find the University’s education policies and
an explanatory glossary at:
http://policies.anu.edu.au/
Student Assessment (Coursework)
Student Surveys and Evaluations

Examiner’s Discretion
The course convener has examiner’s discretion on
your final grade. In principle, no discretion will be
exercised unless you are close to a grade
boundary - for example, you get 69.75% as a final
grade. If you are in this scenario, the course
convener will review your individual assessment
items and make a decision based on these data.
The course convener’s decision is final, though you
are entitled to appeal your grade according to
ANU’s policies.

Course improvement
There will be opportunities to provide feedback
throughout the course to Chris or your tutors,
typically through tutorials
One of the key formal ways students have to
provide feedback is through Student Experience of
Learning Support (SELS) surveys. The feedback
given in these surveys is anonymous and provides
the Colleges, University Education Committee and
Academic Board with opportunities to recognise
excellent teaching, and opportunities for
improvement.
For more information on student surveys at ANU
and reports on the feedback provided on ANU
courses, go to:
http://unistats.anu.edu.au/surveys/selt/students/
and
http://unistats.anu.edu.au/surveys/selt/results/
learning/

Turnitin submissions
The ANU is using Turnitin to enhance student
citation and referencing techniques, and to assess
assignment submissions as a component of the
University's approach to managing Academic
Integrity. For additional information regarding
Turnitin please visit the ANU Online website.
Students may choose not to submit assessment
items through Turnitin. In this instance you will be
required to submit, alongside the assessment item
itself, copies of all references included in the
assessment item.

Useful links
When researching journals for your research paper,
many journals can be accessed on campus, or offcampus using the ANU’s virtual server:
• https://login.virtual.anu.edu.au/login
The University offers a number of support services
for students. Information on these is available
online from http://students.anu.edu.au/studentlife/
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